Analysis of Summer 2002 Melt Extent on the Greenland Ice Sheet using MODIS and SSM/I Data
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Abstract—Previous work has shown that the summer of 2002 had the greatest area of snow melt extent on the Greenland ice sheet ever recorded using passive-microwave data. In this paper, we compare the 0°C isotherm derived from the Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument, with Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I)-derived melt, at the time of the maximum melt extent in 2002. To validate the MODIS-derived land-surface temperatures (LSTs), we compared the MODIS LSTs with air temperatures from nine stations (using 11 different data points) and found that they agreed to within 2.3 ±2.09°C, with station temperatures consistently lower than the MODIS LSTs. According to the MODIS LST, the maximum surface melt extended to ~2300 m in southern Greenland; while the SSM/I measurements showed that the maximum melt extent extended to nearly 2700 m in southeastern Greenland. The MODIS and SSM/I data are complementary in providing detailed information about the progression of surface and near-surface melt on the Greenland ice sheet.

I. INTRODUCTION

Previous work using data from the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) has shown that the summer of 2002 had the greatest melt extent ever recorded using passive-microwave data [1], [2], [3]. If the Greenland ice sheet were to melt completely, as has happened in the past [4], it would contribute 6.5 m of water to sea level [5], thus analysis of snow-melt patterns and trends on the Greenland ice sheet are of great importance. Moreover, surface melt can act to enhance the flow of outlet glaciers through crevasses, overdeepening and contribute to the very rapid thinning of outlet glaciers [6]. In this paper, we explore the relationship between the Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)-derived 0°C isotherm and SSM/I-derived maximum melt zones for the period 26 July – 1 August 2002.

II. BACKGROUND

A 16-year dataset from the SSM/I utilized the Cross-Polarized Gradient Ratio (XPGR) (the normalized difference between the 19-GHz horizontal channel and the 37-GHz vertical channel of the SSM/I) to study the areal extent of melt extent on the Greenland ice sheet [1]. A trend of increasing melt area of +4.4% per year was observed from 1979-1991 which corresponds to the observed increase in coastal temperatures of +1.1°C during that period [1]. Melt area is shown to increase by 47% for a +1.0°C rise in temperature [1]. The areal extent of meltwater on the Greenland ice sheet peaks in late July.

Analysis of snow-melt extent on the Greenland ice sheet using passive-microwave data from the SSM/I during the last 24 years has shown that the maximum melt area increased 16% from 1979-2002, and in particular, the northern and northeastern part of the ice sheet experienced extreme melt extending up to 2000-m elevation [3]. Furthermore, Steffen and Box [7] found that the annual mean air temperature was 2°C warmer in the central part of Greenland for the time period 1995-1999, as compared to the period from 1951-1960.

Satellite-derived ice-surface temperatures (ISTs) of sea ice [8] and ice sheets [9] and [10] have been studied for many years. An IST retrieval algorithm was developed [8] for the Greenland ice sheet using thermal radiances from bands 4 (10.5-11.5 μm) and 5 (11.5-12.5 μm) of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration – 11 (NOAA-11) satellite data. Clear-sky surface temperatures were found to compare well with Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)-derived temperatures with a maximum difference of 0.6°C. Using a brightness temperature threshold of 31°C above the winter mean to identify melt periods, Mote et al. [11] showed that an increase in SSM/I brightness temperature (Tb) is associated with melting of surface snow. Stroeve and Steffen [10] studied AVHRR data of the Greenland ice sheet from 1989-1993, and presented monthly-mean temperature maps with an accuracy of greater than 1°C during the summer, but noted that there was a reduction in the accuracy during the polar night when cloud detection is difficult.

The emissivity of snow changes rapidly with melt due to an increase in the liquid-water content of the snow and its attendant high dielectric constant as compared to that of air and ice. Meltwater increases the dielectric constant of the ice-air-water mixture [12] and [13], thus raising the emissivity and increasing absorption relative to volume scattering which reduces the scattering albedo and enhances emission [14]. The change in Tb with melt is frequency-dependent. This is the principle behind passive-microwave detection of melt on an ice sheet.
III. METHODOLOGY

The MODIS land-surface temperature (LST) product, MOD11 [15], was registered to the digital-elevation model (DEM) of Greenland from Bamber et al. [16] and to an SSM/I-derived melt map showing the maximum melt from 26 July to 1 August 2002. MODIS measures the thermal radiation emitted from different features, such as rock, soil and snow, on the Earth’s surface; the emissivity of the different features is used to determine LST. To validate the MOD11 LSTs over the ice sheet, 11 LSTs were compared with automated weather station (AWS) temperatures from nine different stations at the same locations derived within an hour of each other. (Eleven additional points were rejected due to the presence of cloud or fog at or adjacent to the MODIS LST pixel.) 2-m AWS temperatures were consistently lower than the MODIS LSTs even after an offset was subtracted from the station temperatures (see below), but the temperatures agreed to within 2.3 ± 2.09°C. The AWS temperatures were measured with thermocouples in radiation shields and have an accuracy of 0.2°C, logged every 15 seconds and averaged over an hour. It is likely that utilizing a specific algorithm to detect ice-surface temperature will reduce the MODIS-derived IST measurement errors further (see [17] for example). A MODIS band 1 (0.62-0.67 μm), 4 (0.545-0.565 μm) and 6 (1.628-0.652 μm) combination image was used to locate clouds visually.

We calculated the offset in temperature and subtracted that value, 1.05°K, from each AWS temperature. Figure 1 shows the hourly air temperature record for the Summit Station for 2001 versus surface temperature to provide a more-realistic “surface temperature.” The surface temperatures were derived from a research tower with ventilated air temperature sensors and an infrared sensor that is 10 cm above the surface. The “residual mean square” was used as the offset value.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We found good correspondence between the MOD11 0°C isotherm and the upper boundary of the maximum melt from SSM/I in northern and southern Greenland and parts of southwestern Greenland (Figure 2). However, in most of the eastern and western parts of the ice sheet, and other parts of northern Greenland, the MOD11 0°C isotherm is at a lower elevation than is the SSM/I-derived maximum melt (Table 1) by up to ~900 m. Elevations were determined from the digital-elevation map of Bamber et al. [16].

The melt detected by the SSM/I sensor extends below the surface so that the MODIS- and SSM/I-derived melt extent should not necessarily be the same because the MOD11 product depicts the surface temperature of the ice only. And Figure 2 clearly shows that the MODIS- and SSM/I-derived snow-melt areas are generally not the same.

![Figure 1. Hourly air temperatures versus surface temperatures in 2001 for Summit Station, Greenland. The “residual mean square” represents the average offset between the 2-m air and surface temperatures.](image)

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location on the Greenland ice sheet</th>
<th>Maximum elevation of melt from MOD11</th>
<th>Maximum elevation of melt from SSM/I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern Greenland</td>
<td>588 m</td>
<td>1484 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern Greenland</td>
<td>1247 m</td>
<td>1856 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeastern Greenland</td>
<td>2214 m</td>
<td>2693 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Greenland</td>
<td>2321 m</td>
<td>2321 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern Greenland</td>
<td>1306 m</td>
<td>1946 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern Greenland</td>
<td>832 m</td>
<td>1597 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The passive microwave melt algorithm, the XGPR, uses 37 and 19 GHz channels and has a nominal spatial resolution of about 50 km. The XGPR is quite conservative in detecting melt, because the two frequencies have different penetration depths. (Using only the 37 GHz channel for melt detection provides larger melt areas.) The SSM/I is very sensitive to the amount of free water in the snow overlying glacier ice (less than 1% of free water per volume), is not affected by cloud cover over Greenland, but has relatively poor resolution.
Furthermore, passive-microwave sensors cannot detect the surface temperature, whereas the MODIS instrument is sensitive to changes in surface temperature and provides good spatial resolution in the thermal-infrared bands (1-km pixels) for a detailed evaluation of the surface melt conditions, but only under clear skies.

Figure 2. Map of Greenland showing SSM/I-derived maximum melt (red dots) for the period 26 July – 1 August 2002, and the MODIS-derived 0°C isotherm (green line) from the MOD11 LST product [15]. Black dots correspond to positions of measurements in Table 1.

In future work, we will assess the differences in elevation of snow melt reported previously as compared to results reported herein. We will also determine if the MOD11 LST product is optimum for determining IST over Greenland ice sheet, or if an algorithm developed for determination of IST over sea ice [8] and [17] would provide closer correspondence with AWS temperatures. In addition, more years of MODIS data will be compared with the SSM/I melt maps. While it is difficult to use different satellite sensors to derive the same geophysical parameter, we show that in fact the MODIS and SSM/I data are complementary in providing detailed information about the maximum snow melt on the Greenland ice sheet, both surficial melt, and melt within the top layers of the snow and firn that overlie the glacier ice.
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Popular Summary

Previous work has shown that the summer of 2002 had the greatest area of surface and near-surface melt on the Greenland ice sheet ever recorded using passive-microwave data. In this paper, we compare the 0°C isotherm derived from the Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument, with Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I)-derived melt, at the time of the maximum melt in 2002. According to the MODIS-derived land-surface temperatures, the maximum surface melt extended to ~2300 m in southern Greenland; while the SSM/I measurements showed that the maximum melt extended to nearly 2700 m in southeastern Greenland. In this paper, we explore the relationship between the Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)-derived 0°C isotherm and SSM/I-derived maximum melt zones for the period 26 July – 1 August 2002. We find that the MODIS and SSM/I data are complementary in providing detailed information about the progression of surface and near-surface melt on the Greenland ice sheet.

Significance

Previous work using data from the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) has shown that the summer of 2002 had the greatest melt ever recorded using passive-microwave data. If the Greenland ice sheet were to melt completely, as has happened in the past, it would contribute ~6.5 m of water to sea level which would inundate many coastal areas, thus analysis of melt patterns on the Greenland ice sheet are of great importance. Moreover, surface melt can act to enhance the flow of outlet glaciers through crevasse overdeepening and contribute to the very rapid thinning of outlet glaciers.